When R is a fuzzy relation between the elements of a finite set X, the fuzzy sets A of X such that R A = A (MAX-MIN composition) 
INTRODUCTION Let R be a fuzzy relation between the elements of a finite set X and let A be a fuzzy set of X. The MAX-MIN composition of R and A
gives B, a fuzzy set of X. When B equals A, we say that A is an eigen fuzzy set associated with the given relation R. Our purpose is to find the greatest eigen fuzzy set associated with R.
Stating basic theorems, we give three algorithmic ways to obtain the solution in a number of steps less or equal to the cardinality of X. The results are illustrated by an example.
We then prove that the greatest eigen fuzzy set associated with R, the transitive closure of R, is exactly the one associated with R.
From a direct application of previous results we describe the dual problem which consists of obtaining all fuzzy relations keeping invariant a given fuzzy set.
For.the simplicity of the presentation, we identify fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations with their membership functions.
FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY RELATIONS

Let L be the closed interval [0,1] of the real line in which x~y
denotes the smaller and xvy the larger of x and y.
Definition 1. If X is a nonempty set, a fuzzy set A of X is a function A: X -»-L. The class of all the fuzzy sets of X is denoted by L(X) and in this paper we assume that X is a finite set. Let us recall some properties of L: L is a lattice in which for any given elements x and y the greatest lower bound or meet is x~y and the least upper bound or join is x^y. L is a complete lattice, i.e., each of its subsets M has a least upper bound, denoted by sup M (or max M when M is finite), or VM, and a greatest lower bound, denoted by inf M (or min M when M is finite) or AM, in L.
By a greatest element of a partially ordered set M in L, we mean an element b G M such that x < b for all x g M.
In L the meet operation is completely distributive on joins, so that a*(vx.) = v(a*x.) for any set of x. and for any a.
Fuzzy sets according to Definition 1 are Zadeh's membership functions
and we now recall the following definitions.
The fuzzy set A g L(X) is contained in the fuzzy set Bgl(X) (written A c B) whenever A(x) <_ B(x) for all x G X.
It is clear that if A and Be L(X) and if A c B, then VA <_ VB
and AA <_ AB. 
The fuzzy sets A and B G L(X) are equal (written A = B) whenever ACB and B C A, i.e., A(x) = B(x) for all x G X. Definition 2. A fuzzy relation between two nonempty sets X and Y is a fuzzy set R of XxY, i.e., an element of L(XxY).
Definition 3. Let Q G L(X * Y) and R G L(Y*Z) be two fuzzy rela tions. We define T = RoQ, T G L(XxZ
we can note that:
In Appendix I, we prove the following necessary and sufficient condi tion for A1 to be the greatest element in A. The results (10) and (11) Let us define according to (7) : 
i.e., a.j <aQ1. Moreover, for all x* ey,: (6) and (7) u xGX xGX ' We can obtain the same result by application of the following theorem.
But x' g Y, hence A,(x') = A' (x1) and for all x'ey., V S,(x,x')
xGY, ' <A'(x'). ] anl = A V S^x.x') < A A'(x') . Ul x'GY] xGY] ' X,SY1 1 Hence: For all x G Y,, A'(x) -S^x.x') > [ A A'(x')] -S, (x,x'). 1 ' ' x'^Y1 ' ' AiCxJ-S^x.x') > [ A V SJx.x'll-SJx^') = am-S1(x,x') . 1 ' x'GY1 xGY1 ' ' 0I ]
For all x' G Y] and from (15):
A?(x') = v [A'(x)-St(x,x')] > V [am-S,(x,x')] C xGY1 ' '~xGY1 01 ] = art1
It is not very easy to handle but it is a source of further development related to the transitive closure relation of R. An application is also
described by an example in Appendix II. Let R be the transitive closure of R. We recall, see [3] , that
Theorem 4. For all integers n > 0 and Vx1
Furthermore from (8) 
and from Pxn > n we deduce n < n . In particular from n, = n we deduce n, < n for all integers k >_ 1. 
FUZZY RELATIONS KEEPING INVARIANT A GIVEN FUZZY SET
Let A G L(X) be a given fuzzy set; we define:
R is the set of all the fuzzy relations keeping invariant, according to the max-min or ©-composition a given fuzzy set. In terms of system theory,
we are describing now all the systems which produce no effect on a given input.
R is a non empty set because if we define R G L(X xX) by:
Let us note that in [5] and in [6] 
when L, defining fuzzy sets, is a complete Brouwerian lattice, X being not necessarily a finite set, we find the resolution of {R|RoQ =T} and {Q|RoQ =T} in which R, Q and T are fuzzy relations, giving when it exists the greatest element of solutions.
The resolution of (32) is a direct application of results from [7] . 
Let us recall the definition of the a and a operators and
If A G L(X) and B G L(Y) are two fuzzy sets, we define A® B and A@B, elements of L(XxY), by: (35) V(x,y) G XxY, (A@B)(x,y) = A(x) a B(y) (36) V(x,y) G XxY, (A®B)(x,y) = A(x) a B(y) .
Let us note that the definitions (35) and (36) are enlarged when A and B are fuzzy relations.
The following results hold: -A® A and A® A are elements of R --ft = A©A is the greatest element of R --The minimal elements R. of R are defined by: for all x' G X, th e only possible element R.(x,x') f 0 is just R.(x.,x') = A(x') for some' x. G X such that A(x.) _> A(x'
). 
--The fuzzy union of all minimal elements of R is equal to A®
Proof of Theorem 1. For all x' G X, F(x') ={xGX|R(x,x') =A] (x«)}, hence from (6), for all x^F(x'), R(x,x') < Ajx'), i.e., V R(x,x') , , x$F(x')
< A,(x1) and we deduce:
x^F(x') ' "x$F(x') ] Let us assume that A] G A, i.e., RoA, = A,.
Vx' G X, A,(x') = (RoAj(x') = V A^M-R^x') 1 ' xGX ' [ V A^xJ-Rfx.x')]-[ V A,(x) -R(x,x')] xGF(x') ' xfF(x') ' V An(x) -R(x,x') from (1,1) xGF(x') ' ' A^xJ-A^x') = A,(x')-[ V A,(x)] (x1) ' ] ] xGF(x') ] V XGF
Hence, Vx' e X, A,(x') < v An(x).
1~xGF(x') ]
Let us now assume that Vx' g X, A, 
Vx' G X, A(x') = (RoA)(x>) = V A,(x)~R(x,x') < VR(x.x'); xGX ' xGX hence from (6), A(x') <_ A1 (x'), i.e., Ac A, and when A, GA, then it is the greatest element in A.
Proof of Theorem 2. From (10) and (12) 
n xGY] n xGY] n Let n be an integer > 0; Vx' g y, we
An+1(x') = V A(x)~R(x,x')
n ' xGX n have:
xGX] u n = [an-V R(x,x')]-Gn(x') . u xGX] n
On the other hand, Vx' g Y, we have: 
(S1oAi;)(x1) = a0-Gn(x«) .
Let us now define:
If there exists x' G Y] such that H(x')=0, then Vx e Y,, R'(x,x')<a( an = A V R(x,x'), hence V R(x,x') > an so that we deduce: there u x" GX xGX xGX~u exists x.. G X such that Rfx^x') > aQ. From H(x') = 0 we can now deduce: there exists x. G X1 such that R(x.,x') >_ aQ and therefore V R(x,x') >_ an, which implies: xGX] u Vl(x') = aOvGn(x,) = (S^A^fx') . Let us now assume that Vx' G Y,, H(x') f 0, i.e., there exists x. G Y, such that R'(x.,x') >_ a«. G(x') = V A'(x)-R'(x,x') > V A'(x)-R'(x,x') n xGY1 n~xGH(x') n >A^XjJ-R'tXj.x') >A^XjJ-aQ =aQ from (1.3).
Moreover, an-V R(x,x') < an < G(x'), hence:
u xGXt u n An+1(x')=Gn(x')=SloA;(x') . (5) and (11) (9) .
Proof of Theorem 3. Let us point out that if A.. = AQ, then from
From (12) From (12) , (13) We are now inserting the results of this paper in already proposed applied models in medical diagnosis [5] , [7] , [8] . They are based on max-min composite equations [6] , [7] derived from fuzzy meta-implications [3] , conditioned fuzzy set [11] . In fuzzy logic it is the rule of inference stated by Zadeh [12] , [1] 
